
avant system: the time you save is yours
avant



what 
will you do with the 

time you save?
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A more efficient way of working

Contamination reduction

Time saving in many ways

Better occupational health

Better organizational effectiveness of your dental practice

Add functionality to Dental Art furniture and discover a way of 
working and comfort level you’ve never experienced before. 
The Avant system enhances your professionalism and the safety 
of your associates and patients.

The Avant system comprises a series
of kits that enable precise and 
coordinated work, improving your 
performance and day-to-day 
organizational effectiveness.

Equipment and consumables remain 
separate from each other before, during 
and after surgical operations.

Everything you need, close to hand –
Avant follows your movements, helping 
you work better and faster.

Thanks to the ideal height of the 
worktop and operational area, you’ll 
avoid bending and stretching, and 
will be able to maintain proper 
posture of shoulders, neck and back 
while you work.

A predefined and coordinated 
workflow saves time and optimizes 
functionality for the entire workspace. 
Eliminating unforeseen circumstances 
and interruptions helps you maintain 
working concentration.
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avant_
obstacle-free 
organized
workspace

All the materials and equipment 
needed for procedures are 
prepared in advance and moved to 
the operational area.

Infected material and 
instruments are collected 
for disposal and/or 
cleaning.

Trays holding sterile 
instruments are arranged in 
the wall cabinet or directly 
on the tray.
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The tray follows 
each movement 
and keeps the 
surrounding 
space free.

Only the material necessary for 
the procedure is moved from the 
storage wall cabinet to the large 
bottom drawer, protected but still 
at hand.
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avant_use one or all of the three-module system:

avant is flexible
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B
flexdesk®

A
flexclip®

B

flexwall®

C

Everything at hand
Right- or left-handed, two- or four-handed. The mobile tray 

follows your movements and the instruments are always 
there, at hand, right where you look for them.

Flexdesk® suction system 
The ability to choose the optimal suction system position 
for every process allows you to maintain a better posture, 

facilitating your movements.

Avant 
is an open system

Avant is a series of modules you can adapt to Dental 
Art furniture. Choose the size and modularity that 

suits you best. 

Managing the risk of 
contamination of consumables

The Tubs drawer, in its lowered position, is accessible 
while you are seated and keeps material protected from 

contamination during procedures.
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rotation 360° •
excursion 195 cm •

extension 70 cm •

payload 15 kg •
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flexdesk®

A



70 cm

15 cm

360°

The off-center rotation 
point of the extends 
up to 70cm from the 
cabinet.

off-center
rotation point

flexdesk®

full-length sliding desk
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flexdesk®



The flexdesk® module includes a Corian® 
tray and movement mechanism integrated 
into a Corian® worktop.

Socket on the tray 
arm, to power 
small equipment 
(optional).
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50 cm

56 cm

151 cm

11 cm

flexdesk®

fluid movement for flexible working positions
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arm excursion up to 125 cm
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Only where and when it’s needed
without using mobile cabinets 
or other worktops, flexdesk® 
increases the available space 
around you and your patient. 

flexdesk®

freedom at last A
flexdesk®
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solo 
medico

4 hands

Flexdesk® is easily 
repositionable, always attuned 
to the habits of the doctor- 
assistant team.

2 hands

Flexdesk® enhances the solo 
work of doctors and hygienists.

10 
o’clock

12 
o’clock

9 
o’clock

right-handed left-handed
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With flexclip® the suction system 
is no longer located inside the 
dental chair, but is integrated into 
the cabinet.

Bring the suction system into the cabinet, 
maintain proper posture.

A fixed-position suction system can 
require assistants to make awkward 
and uncomfortable movements.

Flexclip® is easily 
repositionable and is thus 
adaptable to any working 
method, 2-4-handed, 
right- or left-handed.

The hoses of the suction 
system are integrated 
and grouped together 
inside the cabinet. 
Flexclip® is compatible 
with the leading suction 
systems on the market.

right-handed left-handed
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Hooked to the tray, 
flexclip® follows its movement, 

improving ergonomics, 
flexibility and versatility.

flexclip®

suction on flexdesk®
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With flexwall® the consumables in 
use are stored in the large bottom 
drawer where they are protected 
at all times from environmental 
contamination.

The drawer is accessible even 
while sitting and thanks to 
the split front its contents are 
visible and at hand at all times. 
Open, take and close is now 
easy, comfortable and quick – 
a genuine guarantee of safety. material is always 

visible thanks 
to the split front 

drawer

Centered on the dental chair, 
the bottom drawer is very 
wide (100 cm). It can hold up 
to three Tubs and is always 
at hand whatever the working 
position.

Flexwall® can be used solo or in 
combination with different storage 
modules, ranging from conventional units 
to ones tailored for Tubs & Trays.

safety against 
contamination of 
materials

height and 
ergonomic 
position
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100 cm

46
 cm

17 cm

63
 cm

± 21 cm



flexwall-one® W17S*
(single distribution module)
middle drawer with “split” front for 
housing up to 3 Tubs.

flexwall®  W17*  
wall cabinet with 2 height- 
adjustable glass shelves. 
Housing up to 6 Tubs.

flexwall®  W17TUBS*  
wall cabinet arranged for 
housing 9 Tubs.

flexwall®  W17TT*  
wall cabinet arranged for housing 
6 Tubs and 6 Trays with the 
following dimensions: 
W18.3 H3.9 D28.4cm.

* also with holes for front screen (optional)

Vertical column 
arranged for housing 8 Tubs 
(V16TUBS) or 16 Trays with the 
following dimensions:  
W18.3 H3.9 D28.4cm (V16TRAYS).

flexwall®

elements
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Customisation:
The Avant system can be integrated into furniture of any size and 
placed according to use or room space.

Choose furniture
model and 
distribution 
module.

hanging installation with single bottom drawer modules on plinths slim modules with hanging installation

only flexdesk® 

avant_modularity
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3

Avant can be 
integrated into longer 
compositions to 
enhance functionality. 

flexdesk® + flexwall®
single distribution module 

flexdesk® + flexwall® 

storage and distribution together
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Dental Art SpA - I
tel. +39 0445 802000
info@dental-art.it
www.dental-art.it


